
Get the most from your BBC micro:bit

●  Create programs in Plain English

●  Create images, animations, messages, graphs

●  Make measurements and do calculations

●  Use sensors to control LEDs, buzzers, motors, etc.

●  Design and play games

●  Compose and play music

● Control the BBC micro:bit
live via Bluetooth or USB

“The Mr Bit ‘Plain English’ programming method is the ideal
introduction to ‘computational thinking’ for younger pupils and an
excellent preparation for learning text-based programming languages.”

  - KS2 Teacher

Controlling Models
Mr Bit ‘Maker’ projects pick up themes from everyday life, showing that
computers are embedded in numerous devices that we use regularly.
Each project involves building a simple 2-dimensional model containing
sensors and devices and controlling them with the BBC micro:bit.

The heating system
project is one of nine that
can be made from
inexpensive materials and
components. Instructions
and cartoon templates are
available for free
download from the
Mr Bit website.

Making Music
Mr Bit offers a unique editor for creating code which allows the micro:bit
to play tunes through headphones or loudspeakers.  The keyboard
integrates scientific and music stave notation.  You can cut, copy and
paste code and preview tunes through the computer or iPad sound system.

Download
Mr Bit Lite
for FREE

www.insight-mrbit.com

Available for iPad and PC

Download Insight Mr Bit Lite for free

www.insight-mrbit.com



Connecting Sensors and Devices
There are 18 scripted experiments with
sensors such as temperature and light,
and devices such as a buzzer and LEDs.
Each experiment illustrates an every-day
application of the components.

The Connections window shows exactly
where to attach wires to the micro:bit.

Check mode helps you make
sure that all the connections
and components are working
properly.

Control mode makes your
program control the micro:bit
at the same time as showing a
simulation on the screen.

Transfer mode sends your
program to the micro:bit so
that it can work independently.

Programming with Mr Bit
The first steps in writing a program involve working out
what instructions are needed. Mr Bit helps you sort
these out and create the instructions in clear English
sentences.  The program script is framed within ‘Input -
Process - Output’ block diagrams which show how
components and variables relate to each other.

“When button A is pressed, show the LED image
until button A is free.”

You can run the script as a simulation to see how it
works and edit it if it needs adjusting.

Then, at the touch of a button, Mr Bit controls the
BBC micro:bit via Bluetooth or USB.

Insight Mr Bit comes with tutorials to get you started and over 50
exercises and projects to show you how to create images,
animations, send messages, design games, make music, and more.

The library of resources makes
it easy to devise a scheme of
work supported with ready-to-
go classroom activities.  All the
activities contain step-by-step
instructions on the screen to
help pupils work independently.
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